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A B S T R A C T

Zero-rating is the practice of providers of radio-based Internet access for moving tele-
communication devices of excluding traffic generated by specific online applications from usage
counted towards capped allowances or strictly metered tariffs of their end customers. Worldwide
and particularly in the European Union (EU), current regulatory frameworks for zero-rating ar-
rangements (ZRA) imply that regulators have to examine on a case-by-case basis whether they
prohibit a concrete ZRA or impose restrictions. Such conditions are set because regulators believe
that a ZRA runs counter to the interests of end customers or application providers or impedes
effective competition between application and Internet service providers. Thus, it is necessary to
clarify which case features ought to be inspected in such zero-rating assessments and which
feature levels speak against or in favor of regulatory measures linked to ZRA. The present article
identifies nine design features of ZRA, three characteristics of customer groups targeted by such
offers and three background characteristics of the markets for Internet access services and ap-
plications which are of special importance in decisions concerning the need to regulate (to ab-
stain from regulating) zero-rating practices of mobile network operators. The analysis shows that
in many instances interests of end customers, application providers as well as of politicians
seeking to promote the competitive dynamics on mobile Internet access service and application
markets are best served if regulatory authorities tolerate ZRA and control for potential harmful
effects after their market launch. Moreover, the study reveals that empirical research on customer
reactions to ZRA is urgently required.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and core characteristics of zero-rating arrangements

In the past years the rapid expansion in global Internet Protocol (IP) data traffic has been widely recognized. In 2017 alone, the
worldwide IP traffic originating from fixed devices such as PCs or mobile equipment such as smartphones rose by almost 27%
compared to the previous year (Cisco, 2017, p. 31). This trend is expected to continue at least for quite a number of years: According
to Cisco (2017), the global IP traffic in fixed networks will grow at an annual rate of 22.4% from 2017 to 2021 to 187.4 petabyte per
month at the end of the prediction period. Similarly, Cisco (2017) forecasts that during the same time slot IP traffic that travels over
various generations of cellular mobile access networks will soar at a yearly rate of 44.1% to 48.3 petabyte per month in 2021. In 2017
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private households generated about 82% of the worldwide IP data traffic and this consumer share is likely to rise even further in the
near future (Cisco, 2017, p. 31).

As a consequence of this demand, operators of telecommunication (TC) networks all over the world are under pressure to design
their prices for Internet access services through an intelligent mix of use-independent (“flat”) schedules and use-dependent schemes
with various types of data allowances. This mix should not stifle Internet use intensity in the consumer market on the one hand. On
the other hand it should support operators in recouping their investments in additional network capacities required to cope with the
increasing IP data traffic. Zero-rating arrangements (ZRA) are an important type of such advanced pricing strategies for Internet access
services.

The common key feature of all Internet access service offers with zero-rating elements is that the data transportation volumes
customers generate in the publicly available Internet through the use of specific applications1 selected a priori with major participation
of TC network operators are not counted against the data allowance/cap already included in the monthly base price customers pay to
get access to the Internet. ZRA imply that customers have chosen tariffs with some kind of usage-based pricing mechanisms and
capped data allowances. Such rate plans involve throttling the speed in receiving or sending data, complete blocking of access to the
Internet or some kind of volume-based price calculation in case that customer data consumption in a billing period exceeds the use
allowance included in their tariff (BEREC, 2016; DotEcon, 2017; Marsden, 2017; Rossini & Moore, 2015; Stallman & Adams, 2016).
ZRA imply that TC network operators analyze Internet traffic to figure out whether data packets are assigned to a zero-rated ap-
plication or not. Thus, ZRA are also characterized as an “application-based” pricing approach (Sen, Joe-Wong, Ha, & Chiang, 2012, p.
93).

Customer premise devices not designed for using the Internet in general but for accessing a narrow range of applications (e.g.,
networked game consoles, e-book readers) are typically not at the heart of economic policy discussions concerning the need to
regulate ZRA or to tolerate them without specific state interventions (cf. Frieden, 2017a, p. 1017; Stallman & Adams, 2016, p. 7). The
reason for this is that ZRA bundled with such specialized devices are of much less relevance in debates on whether zero-rating
practices harm or promote the availability and freedom of end-user choice of Internet applications. Thus, the present article also
excludes ZRA tied to single-purpose customer devices. Instead it focuses on programs in the context of general purpose equipment
construed to access any kind of Internet application (e.g. laptop, tablet, smartphone). Similarly, “earned data plans” are subsequently
not taken into account. In such plans, an entity subsidizes the Internet access of end-customers over a limited period of time or with a
limited data volume in direct exchange for specific actions performed by the users (e.g., watching an ad, recommending a product)
(A4AI, 2015, pp. 5–7; Belli, 2017, p. 108; Galpaya, 2017, pp. 13–14; Sambuli, 2016, p. 70; Stallman & Adams, 2016, pp. 6–7).
However, such plans are not a prototypical ZRA because they are application-agnostic. Therefore, they do not share the key char-
acteristic of ZRA, namely to exempt specific applications (preselected by TC network operators) from the data allowance of some of a
carrier's customers.

To date, there is a dearth of statistically representative studies on the frequency of offers bundling Internet access services with
ZRA (supply-side). Similarly, we lack investigations on the adoption of such bundles among consumers (demand-side) in specific
national TC markets, let alone across various countries. Instead, the bulk of the literature describes a few case examples of ZRA from a
limited set of countries (cf. Allen, Daly, Marcus, de Antonio Monte, & Woolfson, 2017; Carrillo, 2016; CRC Columbia, 2016; Marsden,
2017; Rossini & Moore, 2015; Sandvine, 2017; Yoo, 2017). An exception is a recent market analysis of DotEcon (2017, pp. 5–21,
99–100) contracted by the European Commission. This study finds that in September 2016 various ZRA were widely spread both in
the EU member countries and in North America for radio-based mobile Internet access services. Besides, the researchers detected that
ZRA for wire-line services were very rare. Furthermore, a BEREC survey of the national telecommunication regulators in the EU
suggests that in April 2017 mobile network operators (MNO) in 24 (out of 28) EU countries offered ZRA spanning on average three
application categories (with music streaming and social media services being the most frequently provided service types) (BEREC,
2017, pp. 7–10). Hence, the evidence indicates that ZRA are much more common for mobile radio-based than for fixed line Internet
access service offerings. Therefore, the remainder of the analysis focuses on ZRA for Internet access services based on (2G, 3G or 4G)
radio access networks for users on the move – regardless of the fact that most arguments should also hold in the context wire-line
access services at fixed locations.

1.2. Purpose of the present investigation

There is no agreement among scholars and practitioners with regard to the necessity of regulating ZRA. One group of discussants
highlights that ZRA subtly violate net neutrality principles in the sense of the non-discriminatory transport of all data packets over the
Internet without quality deterioration or prioritization of specific applications through measures of TC network operators (Crawford,
2015; Curwin, 2015; Kimball, 2015; McSherry, Malcolm, & Walsh, 2016; van Schewick, 2015). They argue that such rate plans have
the consequence that customers mainly focus their use on a narrow set of zero-rated applications. Therefore, ZRA would harm

1 Application(s) is understood here as a comprehensive term that includes contents and services (e.g., information, entertainment, communication or sales/dis-
tribution of any type of other products/services) provided over the Internet. This broad interpretation is advisable because legal documents and zero-rating related
publications mostly and vaguely refer to such “content, applications or services” (Art. 1 (1) Regulation (EU) 2015/2120) without clearly separating these three
concepts. Cf. Stallman and Adams (2016, p. 1, footnote 3). In line with Art. 2 (1) and Art. 3 (5) of Regulation (EU) 2015/2120, however, in the present work the term
application(s) excludes services other than standard Internet access services which are optimized for particular technical requirements and purposes. Such special
services are mostly not generally available to the public and are charged in addition to basic Internet access services. At a general level, application providers use
electronic transport capacities sold by suppliers of Internet access services.
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societally important rights of end-users and application providers as, for instance, freedom of information and speech, diversity of
opinions, media pluralism, social participation, protection against violations of privacy or abuse of economic power. Furthermore,
the functioning of the “Internet ecosystem” (recital 1, Regulation (EU) 2015/2120) would be at stake because ZRA would distort
competition to the disadvantage of innovative but financially weak application providers. Accordingly, this group advocates that ZRA
should be completely banned.

By contrast, other economists and lawyers suggest that ZRA should be classified as a sort of differential pricing that is (1) harmless
from a consumer protection and competition policy perspective, (2) common-place in a broad range of other industries, and (3) an
integral part of the entrepreneurial freedom to conduct a business (Brake, 2016; Carew, 2015; Eisenach, 2015; Layton & Calderwood,
2015; Lyons, 2016; MMTC, 2016; Neute & Budzinski, 2016; Rogerson, 2016). ZRA would allow consumers to access the Internet at
lower costs. This in turn would contribute towards expanding the number of Internet users particularly in low-income population
strata. Furthermore, customers in ZRA would increase their consumption of non-zero-rated applications because they do not have to
spend major shares of their data allowance on zero-rated services. Taken together, these positive effects on demand would brighten
the economic prospects of application providers and TC network operators and, consequently, their readiness to invest in new
applications and networks. Therefore, members of the second group recommend a general permission of ZRA. They propose that
public regulation of the design of ZRA should only be considered if very restrictive conditions are met.

In practice it is very important that the currently valid competition regulation frameworks in the EU but also in many other
regions of the world are neither unreservedly in line with the position of fundamental opponents of ZRA nor with that of protagonists
of such offers. Instead, national regulatory authorities (NRAs) in the TC sector are generally obliged to evaluate on a case-by-case
basis how a specific ZRA could violate principles of net neutrality. Based on such an assessment they then have to decide, depending
on the level of violation, whether a prohibition of an offer or other remedies are considered as necessary (BEREC, 2016; Feld et al.,
2017; Fetzer, 2017; Frieden, 2017a; Gerpott, 2017; Howell & Layton, 2016; Marsden, 2017; Wireless Telecommunications Bureau,
2017). This common preference for the case-by-case paradigm in regulating ZRA should not be taken as an indication that it is
necessarily better than a strict ban or a general permission of zero-rating schedules. For instance, the “price innovation by per-
mission” strategy has the disadvantage that it may reduce the incentive for carriers to invest in innovatively priced service bundles
because operators may find it (too) burdensome to predict whether their ZRA will receive an NRA's mercy or not (FCC, 2018, pp.
144–145). Rather, one simply has to acknowledge the current prevalence of the case-by-case approach in regulating ZRA. Against this
background, it is understandable that the Body of European Regulators of Electronic Communications (BEREC) in the EU and the
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau of the FCC in the US published rather similar sets of high-level criteria to promote consistency
in assessments of the need for regulatory interventions in the context of ZRA. Table 1 provides a summary of the relevant supply- and
demand-side criteria.

However, so far neither NRAs nor scholars or economic policy-makers or business practitioners have systematically derived ZRA
attributes which ought to be scrutinized when considering regulatory interventions for a specific offer. Scholarly discussions of the
impacts of various ZRA attribute values on the “ultimate” target criteria listed in Table 1 and the resulting cost-benefit balance of a
regulation of ZRA are extremely rare. A few articles contain relevant initial considerations (cf. Ard, 2016, pp. 998–1001; Bates,
Bavitz, & Hessekiel, 2017, p. 8; Belli, 2017, pp. 105–108; Brake, 2016, p. 5; Carrillo, 2016, pp. 372–383; DotEcon, 2017, pp. 123–138;
Eisenach, 2015, p. 2; Goodman, 2016, pp. 70–72, 89–91; Rossini & Moore, 2015, p. 1; Stallman & Adams, 2016, pp. 4–7). However,
they are limited to just one or two ZRA attributes (e.g. type of applications included in ZRA). Even the BEREC guidelines on the
implementation of European net neutrality rules contain just a piecemeal list of a few ZRA attributes that should be considered by
NRAs in evaluating such offers (e.g., range and diversity of applications covered, number of alternative offers without zero-rating,
market position of the carriers and application providers involved; BEREC, 2016, pp. 12–13 (point 46)). Unfortunately, the BEREC
criteria are not only fragmentary. In addition, they mix ZRA features, which drive economic and other societal outcomes of such
offers, with higher-level (“ultimate”) goals guiding the regulation of ZRA (e.g., avoidance of “material harms to competition” or of “a
limitation of the exercise of end-users' rights”; BEREC, 2016, p. 13 (point 47); see also Table 1). In short, prior work neglects many
important features of ZRA. It is therefore not sufficiently systematic and comprehensive.

In view of this lacuna, the present paper pursues two objectives: Firstly, it attempts to provide a broader description of ZRA
attributes, which are highly relevant for the societal and economic cost-benefit ratio of such offers. Secondly, the article seeks to

Table 1
Criteria in assessing the need for regulatory interventions in the context of zero-rating (ZR) offers.

Supply-side criteria Demand-side criteria

•Effects on the range, diversity and openness of Internet applications targeting
at consumer end-users

• Effects on competition between application providers (e.g., changes in market
entry and exit barriers)

• Effects on the continued functioning of the Internet ecosystem as an engine of
innovation and plurality

• Availability of alternative tariff options without zero-rating from Internet
access providers offering ZRA and from their competitors

• Market positions of the providers of Internet access and applications involved

• Restriction of end-user choices of Internet applications

• Incentives for end customers to focus on certain (zero-rated)
applications in mobile radio- or fixed access networks

• Changes in the range and diversity/variety of applications which end-
customers use

• Number of end-users concerned (scale of zero-rating practices)

Source: Adapted from BEREC (2016), pp. 12–13; Wireless Telecommunications Bureau (2017), pp. 4–5; author's analysis.
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analyze likely effects of selected attribute values of ZRA cases on the criteria used by NRAs in the EU and other parts of the world in
assessing the legality of regulatory measures imposed on ZRA of mobile Internet access service providers. Thus, this work should
equally help NRAs and courts in determining the necessity to subject ZRA to regulatory interventions (or not) as well as mobile
network operators (MNOs) in developing zero-rating programs that are unlikely to raise serious concerns of NRAs.

2. Key determinants of the need to regulate zero-rating arrangements

A review of the social science literature on ZRA suggests distinguishing three categories of factors that are crucial in shaping the
effects of such offers on the rights and behaviors of end-users and application providers as well as on the achievement of high-level
economic policy objectives (promotion of supplier behaviors conductive to innovation, competition and investment). The first class,
which is discussed in section 2.1, covers how MNOs design ZRA in terms of

(a) the prerequisites to be fulfilled by application providers in order to ensure that the traffic they cause is not counted against the
data allowance of end-users;

(b) the list of applications whose traffic is not metered;
(c) the commercial conditions under which end-users are entitled to access zero-rated and normally billed Internet applications.

The second class includes characteristics of buyers of mobile Internet access services, which carriers target with ZRA. It is picked-
up in section 2.2. MNOs cannot directly fix such characteristics but affect them indirectly through construing their ZRA for specific
customer segments. The third class of factors, which are analyzed in section 2.3, comprises features reflecting the development state
of the supply and demand of Internet access services in a country. For TC network operators, such market environment characteristics
constitute “exogenous conditions” that they are unable to modify in the short run.

Many of the variables in the various classes are interdependent. For instance, the application categories included in zero-rating
offers (first class of factors) influence the weight consumers assign to telecommunication service costs in their decision to use these
categories (second class of determinants). This weight in turn affects which application categories (e.g., social instant messaging or
video streaming) MNOs select for inclusion in a zero-rating program. In a similar vein, the national end-customer share of a supplier
of mobile Internet access services and the national penetration rate of Internet access lines (third class of determinants) are likely to
have an impact on the application categories which MNOs choose for inclusion in their ZRA (first class of determinants), which again
influence each of the two market characteristics just mentioned. In addition, even within each of the three classes of factors reciprocal
linkages exist between many variables in a given class. For instance, within the first class (ZRA design features) the category of zero-
rated applications is associated with their typical “hunger for data”. Equally, within the second group of factors (end-customer
characteristics) the weighting of TC costs in end-customer choices of applications interacts with the customer budget available for TC
purposes. Such interdependencies both between as well as within the three classes of factors are subsequently by far not fully covered
to limit the complexity of the analysis. Accordingly, the classes and variables in each class are largely discussed sequentially with only
a small number of exceptions concerning those interdependencies that we deem important.

2.1. Design features of zero-rating offers

2.1.1. Authorized application providers and applications
The ZRA feature discussed most frequently as a trigger of the need to regulate such offers is the direct payment of MNOs by

application providers for the exemption of their data traffic from the data cap of end-users. Schedules that embrace such a flow of funds
from application providers to TC network operators are also referenced as “paid-for … arrangements” (DotEcon, 2017, p. 122) or
“sponsored data plans” (Frieden, 2017a, p. 1017; Sandvine, 2017, p. 6). In case of the absence of a sponsoring deal MNOs bear the
direct ZRA costs (e.g., investments in additional network capacity). However, they are free to try recouping them through revenue
increasing measures (e.g., price markups for ZRA or data allowance decreases in plans without zero-rating elements).

Supporters of unregulated sponsored ZRA argue firstly that such practices are similar to companies running toll-free telephone
service numbers or sender-pays-shipping offers or discount campaigns (Brake, 2016, p. 10; Goodman, 2016, p. 67; Layton &
Calderwood, 2015, p. 15; Lyons, 2016, p. 6; MMTC, 2016, p. 4; Sandvine, 2017, p. 6). This analogy is mistaken because the marketing
concepts mentioned do not imply that sellers give their principal items away indefinitely at a price of zero. Besides this, companies
with such marketing measures are not forced to collaborate with a single business partner whose access to end-customers can hardly
be bypassed. Secondly, proponents of ZRA sponsored by third parties suggest that the offers enhance consumer welfare because they
lower end-user costs to access the Internet (e.g., Brake, 2016, pp. 11–12; DotEcon, 2017, pp. 107–108; Galpaya, 2017, p. 9; Goodman,
2016, p. 80). This view can also be challenged on the ground that it should not be taken for granted that MNOs use additional
sponsoring revenues not simply to exempt sponsored applications from customers' data allowances but also in the interests of
consumers or application providers that are of a wider nature. Such more far-reaching interests include price reductions, data cap
extensions or additional investments in more powerful transmission infrastructure. Furthermore, it is well possible that application
providers pass on their sponsoring outlays to end-customers through price increases or declines in the quality of their services –
particularly if the intensity of competition in the relevant application market segment is low (Kimball, 2015, p. 45).

Apologists of a ban on ZRA violating the welfare-economically controversial doctrine that carriers should not be directly paid by
application providers for preferential traffic treatment (“zero-price rule”; Hemphill, 2008, p. 137) emphasize that sponsored ZRA
negatively affect the reception opportunities of non-commercial/-governmental content providers such as national public radio
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stations or web libertarians. Besides that, ZRA adversaries claim that sponsored ZRA massively distort competition between appli-
cation providers to the detriment of non-established innovative companies. Unlike large enterprises, newly-founded small suppliers
would be unable to afford the positive discrimination of their traffic by carriers. Therefore, such unconventional start-ups would no
longer have the opportunity to grow to a large number of end-users (van Schewick, 2015, pp. 3–5). This line of reasoning, however,
also faces major objections. Firstly, state measures varying the protection of corporations from competition as a function of company
size are clearly at odds with the principles of any free competitive market-based economic system (Brake, 2016, p. 12). Secondly, a
ban of sponsored ZRA as a means to strengthen small application providers would consequently imply additional state protection
measures since such price plans are not the only cause of size-related advantages among Internet application providers. For instance,
NRAs would have to consider imposing an obligation on large providers of mobile online video services to no longer build or rent
“content delivery networks” because this infrastructure gives them a competitive edge against smaller suppliers which do not have
the funds for such network equipment (Greenstein, Peitz, & Valletti, 2016, pp. 130–135).

Opponents and proponents of a ban on sponsored ZRA do not make sufficiently clear that the competitive standing of application
providers does not primarily depend on whether a ZRA is financed by a third party or by an MNO. Rather, this standing is more
heavily influenced by (1) further ZRA design characteristics chosen by carriers such as the prices (level, quantity discounts) they
charge to application providers for exempting their traffic from customer data caps, (2) characteristics of Internet user segments
targeted with a ZRA (e.g., weight users assign to telecommunication costs in selecting an application) and (3) background features of
relevant markets (e.g., intensity of competition in the markets for Internet access services and applications), each of which will be
discussed hereafter.

For instance, imagine a sponsored ZRA, in which a retail bank with a limited number of account holders pays all mobile carriers in
its home country for exempting the traffic their depositors generate in financial transactions with the sponsor from the subscriber
allowances. It appears unlikely that this offer shall have strong impacts on the Internet use behaviors of a large number of persons and
the development of competition in the retail banking and Internet access service markets (Stallman & Adams, 2016, p. 14). In such a
constellation a public authority intervention would be hard to justify. Additionally, it cannot be taken for granted that in case of a
general clearance of sponsored ZRA large providers of applications in the public Internet are indeed ready to pay MNOs for excluding
the traffic they cause from subscriber data caps. The sponsoring of ZRA by already leading providers would barely improve their
market position. Reversely, providers of popular Internet applications contribute significantly to increases in the attractiveness of
Internet access services and thus to the financial performance of MNOs (Odlyzko, 2014, p. 8).

The literature generally agrees that sponsored ZRA generate more consumer protection and competition policy concerns than
plans without the direct commercial involvement of third parties in the exclusion of specific applications from subscriber data caps
(Goodman, 2016, p. 71). Nevertheless, from a competition economic view, the call of a number of authors (e.g., Kimball, 2015, p. 49;
Sandvine, 2017, p. 8; van Schewick, 2015, pp. 3–4; Stallman & Adams, 2016, p. 23) for a general ban of arrangements that include
third party payments to carriers for a zero-rating of applications has to be rejected. What is required instead is a detailed analysis on a
case-by-case basis. This investigation should include a careful evaluation of the extent to which the specific case features moderate
the effects of sponsoring on the behaviors of end-customers, application providers as well as MNOs and the resulting development of
competition. Only on the basis of such in-depth studies, NRAs are in a reasonable position to decide whether and how they subject
sponsored ZRA to restrictions.

A second ZRA design feature that has attracted considerable attention in connection with ZRA regulation issues is the number of
independent application providers whose traffic is not counted against customer data caps. Possible values of this attribute range from a
limitation to a single application provider to the inclusion of a “closed” list of suppliers with a modest number of entries compiled by
a carrier on the basis of commercial considerations up to a theoretically infinite number of providers.

Both scholars and practitioners suggest that regulatory constraints on ZRA are likely to be the more superfluous the larger the
number of application providers is whose traffic is positively discriminated from that of other suppliers (Ard, 2016, p. 999; Brake,
2016, p. 18; CRC Columbia, 2016, p. 22; Goodman, 2016, p. 71; Sandvine, 2017, p. 8; Stallman & Adams, 2016, p. 23). Therefore, it
should not come as a surprise that the BEREC guidelines on the implementation of European net neutrality rules follow this opinion.
They recommend that NRAs should typically refuse “a zero-rating offer where all applications are blocked (or slowed down) once the
data cap is reached except for the zero-rated application(s)” (BEREC, 2016, p. 15 (point 55)) of just a single supplier exclusively
selected by a carrier.

Furthermore, a situation in which TC network operators are vertically integrated and also compete directly as a provider of a
specific category of applications with other firms in this downstream market is classified as particularly problematic from a com-
petition economic point of view: Analysts envision the danger that carriers could unfairly distort competition by favoring their own
Internet application services over those of other relevant providers (A4AI, 2016b, p. 8; DotEcon, 2017, pp. 116, 135; Goodman, 2016,
pp. 89–90; Oxera, 2016, pp. 3–4; Stallman & Adams, 2016, p. 13; Yoo, 2017, p. 532).

Overall, the number of application providers in a ZRA depends on the level of technical, commercial and legal barriers suppliers
have to overcome in order to become part of the group of firms that MNOs accept in a zero-rating program. The higher carriers set
such barriers the more interests of end-customers and application providers are safeguarded through a complete ban of a ZRA or
regulatory obligations which aim at reducing the de facto limitation of the number of an MNO's application partners in a ZRA.

A third ZRA design characteristic that needs to be considered in regulating ZRA and that is positively but not perfectly correlated
with the number of application providers is the number of application categories and of applications within each category covered by a
ZRA. Categories of Internet applications typically distinguished in ZRA are (BEREC, 2017, p. 8; DotEcon, 2017, p. 13): (1) instant
messaging (e.g., WhatsApp), (2) social media (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn), (3) voice-/video-calling (e.g., Skype), (4) audio streaming
(e.g., Spotify), (5) video streaming (e.g., Netflix), and other online services addressing a mass audience (e.g., gaming, cloud storage,
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lexicographical content, navigation, banking).
ZRA tend to restrict the freedom of consumer choice the lesser, the larger the number of (categories of) applications included in an

offer is. At the same time, an increase in the number of zero-rated applications raises the likelihood that end-users focus mainly on the
non-metered applications covered by a zero-rating offer. As a consequence, the originally open Internet may evolve into an in-
creasingly “walled garden” for its users (Ard, 2016, pp. 1002–1005; Carrillo, 2016, p. 341; Frieden, 2017b, pp. 290–296). However,
this narrowing will not inevitably occur. Rather, the larger a tariff's data volume for metered applications is and the weaker end-
customer preferences for the applications covered by a ZRA are, the more end-customers will continue using normally metered
applications (see sections 2.1.2 and 2.2 below).

To sum up, strong arguments suggest that the advantages of a large(r) number of applications in a zero-rating program for end-
customers and application providers alike more than compensate for the drawbacks of a higher degree of application openness in ZRA
(Stallman & Adams, 2016, p. 15). Thus, the need for constraining ZRA by regulatory interventions decreases as the number of
applications not metered increases.

A fourth ZRA design feature that is important for an economic assessment of the need to regulate such offerings is the typical data
consumption of the non-metered application categories per time-unit. This consumption rate is higher for video than for audio services.
The latter in turn eat up larger amounts of data than services in the other four application categories differentiated above
(Goldhammer, Wiegand, & Birkel, 2016, pp. 16–18). End-customers find ZRA more (less) appealing if the typical “thirst for band-
width” of the zero-rated applications is strong (weak). The reason is that they can save more (less) with an exemption of services with
high (low) bandwidth requirements. Consequently, a politically undesired concentration of user demand on a small number of zero-
rated applications is more likely for video and audio services than for other applications with at most medium transport capacity
requirements (e.g., voice calls over the Internet). Therefore, ZRA should be shielded the more from NRA interventions, the lower the
“thirst for bandwidth” of those applications is which are not counted against end-user data caps.

A fifth relevant design characteristic concerns the transnational reach or geographical footprint of a ZRA. This feature reflects
whether a carrier exempts specific applications only if customers access them in their (home) country of residence or also while they
are travelling in (specific) foreign countries. Examples of ZRA with no transnational reach are the StreamOn offer of Deutsche
Telekom and the Pass tariff of Vodafone, both launched in 2017 (Gerpott, 2017; Rudl, 2017): StreamOn and Pass do not count specific
applications only in a subscriber's permanent country of residence (StreamOn: Germany; Pass: either Germany, Italy, Spain or UK). In
the EU, the background of this characteristic is the “roam like at home” (RLAH) policy, which became effective as of June 15, 2017. It
means that, in principle, MNOs located in the EU are not permitted to charge their customers visiting another EU country (i.e., who
use mobile communication services when they are in an EU country other than the country where they actually live) higher rates than
the prices customers pay if they were in their country of permanent residence (Spruytte, van der Wee, de Regt, Verbrugge, & Colle,
2017). However, the relevant EU provisions (Regulation (EU) 2015/2120, Regulation (EU) 2016/2286) include loopholes. They
ensure that the RLAH principle does not have to be applied strictly to all mobile services and tariff types. More specifically, MNOs are
entitled to serve customers who booked a mobile data flat rate in their country of permanent residence with a “capped” data flat rate
during their stays in foreign EU countries. According to article 4(2) of Regulation (EU) 2016/2286, such a capping can be achieved by
introducing a “fair use clause”. It enables carriers to introduce use-dependent data charges for customers visiting another EU country
who have a mobile data flat rate (or are in a ZRA) in their home country as soon as their data consumption exceeds a ceiling derived
from the domestic retail data price and (regulated) maximum wholesale roaming charge for data volumes. According to a recent
ruling of the German telecommunications regulator Bundesnetzagentur concerning the StreamOn plan of Deutsche Telekom, a simple
limitation of a ZRA to the country of permanent residence, in which consumers entered into a zero-rating contract, violates
Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 and Regulation (EU) 2016/2286. However, this decision does not preclude MNOs licensed in the EU
from subjecting ZRA to fair use conditions that apply data volume ceilings on applications zero-rated in the home country of con-
sumers during their visits of other EU member states. Even though the RLAH regulation does not hold for mobile carriers operating
outside the EU, the following can be stated for all MNOs worldwide: The necessity to impose regulatory constraints on a ZRA is
negatively associated with (1) the transnational reach of the offer and (2) the extent of capping the unmetered “free” consumption of
specific applications during customer journeys outside of their country of permanent residence.

2.1.2. Commercial framework conditions of zero-rating arrangements for end-customers
Four characteristics related to the commercial terms and conditions of ZRA can be determined that may significantly affect the

need for regulatory obligations imposed on such offers.
The first feature concerns the room for manoeuvre of end-customers in the context of accepting or rejecting a zero-rating offer as a whole

and of choosing a zero-rated application (category) from a list of options provided by their MNO. The range of potential attribute
values of this characteristic comprises at the one end zero-rating practices that give users access to specific applications for free
regardless of whether the customers have opted for a tariff supporting Internet access or not. An example of a ZRA without a
possibility of choice for end-customers is the “Free Basics” platform of Facebook, which was originally launched in 2013 under the
name “Internet.org” (A4AI, 2015, p. 6; Advox, 2017, pp. 6–25; Ard, 2016, pp. 993–995; Galpaya, 2017, pp. 7–8; Stallman & Adams,
2016, pp. 4–5). It enables any customer with a device that can be connected to the Internet over radio networks of operators
partnering with Facebook to use a part of the functions of the Facebook platform. Furthermore, it includes access to other websites
mostly run by non-profit or government organizations. MNOs that partner with Facebook permit their subscribers to access the Free
Basics platform without booking an Internet access tariff and without additional charges.

At the other end of the spectrum of potential values of this characteristic ZRA exist that end-users can, but do not have to select
because their carrier's portfolio also includes other attractive price schedules without zero-rating elements. In addition, these ZRA
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allow end-users to exert influence on the application categories whose traffic is not counted against their data cap. An example of
such a ZRA variant with large customer leeway is the Pass offer, which Vodafone currently markets in four European countries. This
price plan requires that end-customers explicitly choose the offer from a larger set of options. Furthermore, subscribers decide
separately for each of four application categories whether the applications assigned by Vodafone to the four groups are metered
against their allowance or not (Vodafone, 2017).

Regulatory constraints on ZRA are all the less justifiable as a means to protect end-customer interests and to avoid competition
problems, (1) the larger a carrier's number of alternative tariff options without zero-rating elements is, (2) the more options a ZRA
opens for end-customers to select applications or application categories as zero-rated according to their individual preferences, and
(3) the easier end-customers can switch from their present Internet access service provider to a competitor. The obvious justification
for this proposition is that increases in end-customer tariff choice alternatives and lower barriers to switching to competing operators
make it less likely that consumers tend to be pushed into ZRA, which they actually do not need or want.

The second relevant commercial context feature relating to end-customers is the data volume that MNOs allocate for normally
metered applications to a tariff with zero-rating elements. This ceiling of the data allowance is, in turn, positively correlated with the
level of end-customer basic prices carriers charge for a mobile Internet access service. As empirically demonstrated in a study of
Arnold, Waldburger, Morasch, Schmid, and Schneider (2015), the appeal of a ZRA to end-customers is the larger, the lower the data
allowance for metered applications is that is included in the basic price of a zero-rating offer. The main reason for this is that a
decrease in the data allowance raises the likelihood that zero-rating of specific applications creates significant added-value for end-
customers: Firstly, in case of a low data cap zero-rating ensures that customers are less affected by worse quality in the form of
throttled transmission speed when accessing the Internet. Secondly, humble data allowances have the consequence that ZRA lower
cost increases that customers incur if they choose to raise their cap after eating-up the volume for metered applications included in
their basic price.

Moreover, the size of the allowance for use-dependently billed applications negatively impacts the extent to which end-customers
limit their Internet use to those applications which a carrier does not count against their data cap. If the inclusive data volume is low
(high) end-customers are more (less) inclined to focus their use on zero-rated applications because the allowance paid up front does
not permit (leaves the room) to frequently and lengthily access a larger number of normally metered applications without a de-
gradation in quality or an increase in costs. In this context, the strength of the negative effects of the data volume included for
metered applications on the attractiveness of a ZRA and on the level of use concentration on non-metered applications is moderated
by the categories of applications that are zero-rated (see section 2.1.1). Absolutely larger correlations are expected in case of a zero-
rating of data-hungry video or audio services compared to not metering one or several of the other four applications categories
introduced in section 2.1.1.

As a result, from a consumer protection and competition standpoint ZRA are the less questionable and the more beneath reg-
ulatory concerns, the larger the data volume for metered applications is that carriers specify in the price plans customers have to book
to benefit from a ZRA. Larger application-agnostic data allowances do not only imply that consumers have more freedom in using
other metered applications. Rather, they additionally mean that smaller numbers of customers are addressed by a ZRA because the
bundling of a ZRA with larger “non-binding” data volumes goes hand in hand with higher prices for the offer, which in turn lowers
the number of consumers willing to subscribe to it.

The third end-customer related commercial context characteristic is the linkage of ZRA with changes in the maximum transmission
speed compared to the data rates of users who are not in a zero-rating price plan. Practical examples of quality varying ZRA include
the “BingeOn” and “StreamOn” offers of Deutsche Telekom in the firm's US and German mobile service business: Postpaid subscriber
can choose an option, in which specific zero-rated video streaming applications are provided at a bandwidth that is lower than the
transmission speed of customers who are not in a zero-rating schedule (BEREC, 2017; Curwin, 2015; Gerpott, 2017; van Schewick,
2016). Carriers use such traffic shaping procedures for zero-rated “bandwidth-hungry” services as a means to avoid situations in
which the data consumption volumes of customers in a ZRA for these applications exceed the transmission capacity of their networks.
Theoretically, it would also be possible that MNOs offer at a surcharge to transmit zero-rated applications at a higher maximum
speed, which surpasses the bandwidth ceiling of the remaining customers who are not in a zero-rating price plan. However, to the
best of my knowledge, no carrier has yet launched such quality-enhanced ZRA in practice.

Some authors suggest that NRAs in the EU should not tolerate quality varying ZRA because they would constitute a kind of
“unreasonable” traffic management practice deemed incompatible with net neutrality principles and in particular with Article 4 of
Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 (Lohninger, 2017; Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband, 2017). Even in case of leaving open whether the
plea for a prohibition of quality varying ZRA is sound from a purely legal standpoint it still remains not convincing from an economic
perspective. This holds because the rights of end-customers and application providers are not necessarily always severely restricted if
the following three conditions are met:

– Quality varying ZRA provide the same decreased or increased speed for all applications in a non-discriminatory manner regardless
of whether the services are zero-rated or not2;

– The end-customer tariff portfolio of an MNO includes sufficiently attractive “normal” price plans without zero-rating elements;

2 This condition ensures that single application categories (e.g., video streaming) are not treated worse or better than other application types (e.g., social media). In
late 2017, NRAs in Germany and Austria requested modifications of the “StreamOn” and “Free Stream” zero-rating offers of Deutsche Telekom and A1 Telekom Austria
respectively because the regulators concluded that a throttling of just one or two application categories violates Regulation (EU) 2015/2120. Cf. Bundesnetzagentur,
2017; TKK, 2017.
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– The MNO explicitly informs end-customers in easy-to-understand terms with regard to the linkage between a ZRA and data speed
changes and with respect to alternative price plans without such a linkage.

As a consequence, it is reasonable that NRAs should not lay down a blanket ban on quality varying ZRA. Rather, they should
consider accepting such plans without restrictions the more they are in line with the three conditions mentioned above.

The fourth end-customer related commercial context feature with noticeable weight in the regulatory treatment of ZRA is the
transparency of such offers from the end-customer perspective. In the EU, Article 4(1) of Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 contains a number
of high-level “transparency requirements” for providers of Internet access services. However, these general legal provisions are not
tailored to the specific nature of ZRA. Therefore, NRAs need to develop more refined transparency dimensions for ZRA. A literature
review (Ard, 2016, pp. 1019–1020; BEREC, 2016, pp. 32–33; CRC Columbia, 2016, p. 22; Curwin, 2015, p. 239, 243; DotEcon, 2017,
p. 121; Sandvine, 2017, p. 6, 12; Stallman & Adams, 2016, pp. 18–23) suggests that a comprehensive assessment of the level of
transparency of ZRA requires the examination of the provision of information covering at least the following eleven areas:

– Typical data consumption of frequently used application categories (e.g., audio streaming services);
– Application categories that are zero-rated and that are normally billed;
– Technical approach used to distinguish between zero- and normally-rated applications;
– Procedure for including a service in the list of zero-rated applications;
– Maximum transmission speed in case that customers in a ZRA are served with a data rate that differs from the bandwidth of
subscribers of price schedules without zero-rating elements;

– Surcharges for ZRA;
– Tariff pre-requirements for benefitting from a ZRA (e.g., bundling with other price options or minimum monthly revenues);
– Termination possibilities of ZRA;
– Data volume included for metered applications;
– Consequences of exceeding a tariff's data cap (e.g., throttling, chargeable increase of data allowance);
– Sponsoring of ZRA by third parties.

The degree of ZRA transparency is the higher (lower), the more (less) MNOs supply facts about the listed items. Beyond the
quantity of information, NRAs should also evaluate the extent to which carriers optimize their disclosure of ZRA data in terms of level
of detail/precision, recognizability, comprehensibility and timeliness.

All in all, from a consumer protection and competition policy standpoint regulatory constraints on ZRA are the less (more)
required the larger (lower) the level of transparency in the previously enumerated fields is in the particular ZRA.

2.2. Features of target customer segments

Characteristics of customer segments targeted by MNOs with ZRA are of interest in the context of assessing the need for regulatory
counter-measures because they shape the effects of such offers on the Internet use behaviors of end-customers. Three relevant
demand-side features can be extracted from the literature.

The first variable concerns the weight that end-users give to their TC expenses in decisions with regard to the use (intensity) of specific
applications. ZRA critics take the position that such rate plans have the consequence that customers tend to strongly constrain their
usage of applications to those that carriers exempt from the data allowance of their subscribers (Goodman, 2016, pp. 90–91; van
Schewick, 2015, p. 6). This shift in demand would distort competition to the disadvantage of normally metered applications. Fur-
thermore, such a use restriction is considered undesirable by politicians and net activists because it would support the passive
reception of a limited set of popular audiovisual media platforms on the Internet instead of active democratic participation. This
reasoning tacitly assumes that TC expenses of end-customers caused by specific applications exert a very strong influence on their
levels of demand.

However, so far the empirical evidence only suggests that customers use zero-rated applications more intensively after than before
switching to a ZRA (A4AI, 2016a, pp. 6–8; Brake, 2016, p. 12; Chen, Feamster, & Calandro, 2017, pp. 593–596). At the same time,
case studies in three countries undertaken by Layton and Calderwood (2015, pp. 31–32) contain strong indications that customers do
not reduce the use intensity of normally metered applications after opting in favor of a ZRA. All in all, the sparse empirical findings on
the impact of ZRA on application use behaviors of end-customers point in the direction that the average customer puts a rather low
weight on TC expenses when choosing the Internet applications (s)he uses. Rather, to the contrary, behavioral consumer decision
theories and a few empirical consumer studies indicate that the demand for specific Internet applications is more heavily influenced
by the following three other factors: (1) The prices consumers have to pay for the application itself (e.g., Netflix subscription rate), (2)
the perceived (content) quality of the application and (3) its substitutability by offers of competitors. In contrast, TC expenses to get
access to the applications obtain only a low weight in such decisions (Layton & Calderwood, 2015, pp. 4–6). This weight is the lower,
the higher the price of the application itself is, both in absolute terms and relative to the TC expenses induced by an application.

The bottom line is that ZRA at most result in a considerable narrowing of consumer Internet use patterns to non-metered ap-
plications and a degradation of the competitive chances of normally rated offers if end customers put a high weight on TC expenses in
selecting the applications they use. A high weight is more likely when (1) providers of zero-rated applications do not charge end-users
for their contents and (2) differences in quality between the offers in an application category are low so that rated applications can be
easily substituted by their zero-rated counterparts. The corollary for NRAs is that ZRA bans are the less justifiable the higher end-
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customer prices for the actual applications are and the more the most popular applications in a category differ with respect to their
quality from the customer perspective: If the prices for the actual application itself and quality differences are high, then customer
perceptions concerning TC expense variances between normally metered and zero-rated applications have little influence on the
Internet use behaviors of consumers.

The second customer-related characteristic that is a candidate for consideration in NRA decisions on ZRA is the personal budget for
TC purposes in the group of subscribers that carriers address with ZRA. The lower this budget – which is in turn strongly dependent on
a household's disposable income – is, the more likely it is that end-customers are excited by ZRA because such offers mitigate their
budget/income constraints (Goodman, 2016, p. 85). Additionally, among customers with a modest TC budget, ZRA contribute more
to restricting the use of Internet applications to zero-rated offers. The reason for this is that the target audience does not have
sufficient funds to opt for tariffs with generous data caps that would enable them to use a broader set of normally rated applications
without any losses in quality or extra costs.

In conclusion, prohibitions of ZRA by NRAs are the less appropriate, the higher the budget for TC purposes is among members of
the customer group that carriers target with such an offer.

The third customer-related characteristic that significantly moderates ZRA effects on Internet use behaviors of end-customers and
can therefore be relevant in decisions on regulating ZRA is the ability to locate, critically evaluate and exploit a wide range of Internet
information sources among members of the intended audience, i.e., the level of “digital literacy” (Stallman & Adams, 2016, p. 21) in
the target group. Admittedly, the measurement of this feature is not without difficulties. Indicators for this construct include the
number of different Internet applications currently used by end-customers in the ZRA target group or the number of years that have
passed since target customers started accessing Internet applications. The more extensive the knowledge with regard to the various
kinds of applications available on the Internet is that users of Internet access services have already acquired before switching to a
zero-rated tariff option, the less likely it is that subscribers of a ZRA limit their Internet usage to non-metered applications (Stallman &
Adams, 2016, pp. 21–22). As a result, regulatory constraints on ZRA are less likely to be necessary if potential customers of such offers
already possess a high degree of expertise in dealing with Internet applications.

2.3. Background features of the Internet access and application markets

Supply-side features of the structural development status of the Internet access and application markets (i.e., the “macro market
environment”) that are considered as highly important for the demand and competition effects attributed to ZRA include:

– End-customer market shares of carriers with and service providers without an own network selling mobile zero-rating offers as
well as the number and market share distribution of all suppliers of Internet access services over mobile/wireless and fixed/wired
networks at the retail level;

– End-customer market shares of providers of mobile zero-rated applications as well as the number and market share distribution of
all competitors in a relevant application category (e.g., instant messaging) at the retail level.

On the demand-side, relevant characteristics of the market environment comprise several broadband access penetration aspects.
They can be captured empirically with the help of the following indicators:

– Share of the population with a wireless mobile broadband access, which supports the mobile use of Internet applications;
– Share of all residential households with a fixed broadband access line, which supports the use of Internet applications.

The literature unanimously highlights that ZRA have to be qualified as economically problematic if the following conditions are
met (DotEcon, 2017, pp. 129–134; Frieden, 2017b, pp. 289–290; Galpaya, 2017, pp. 6–7):

(1) ZRA are promoted by a provider of mobile Internet access services that has very high end-customer market share and is presently
and in the foreseeable future not attacked by strong competitors (other MNOs, providers of public WLAN services);

(2) ZRA focus on a single application of a supplier dominating the market for the relevant application category (e.g., social network
platform services);

(3) ZRA are grounded on reciprocal exclusivity agreements between MNOs and application providers (mobile access provider ex-
empts exactly one application from metering; application provider offers its service only over one access service supplier).

Conversely, there is little reason to worry that ZRA may negatively affect the interests of end-customer and the market oppor-
tunities of application providers if a ZRA originates from a firm with low shares in the markets for mobile and fixed broadband access.
Additionally, concerns are less justified if the ZRA supplier faces numerous strong competitors and erects practically no barriers for
application providers in the process leading to the zero-rating classification of an application.

The state of discussions concerning the effects of varying national broadband penetration quota levels for mobile and fixed
Internet connections on the demand- and supply-side consequences of ZRA is more complex. On the one hand, a low broadband
penetration rate is taken as an indication that ZRA have a high potential to increase the number of mobile Internet users and their
intensity of usage (Brake, 2016; Galpaya, 2017; for empirical counterevidence on this view see A4AI, 2016a). On the other hand, a
low broadband penetration rate suggests that customers may possibly lack experience in exploiting the variety of applications
available on the Internet. Furthermore, it may indicate that consumer households possibly do not have the budget enabling them to
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select large inclusive volumes for normally metered applications from the tariff portfolio of MNOs (see section 2.2). Under such
circumstances, ZRA tend to work like a “walled garden” with strong incentives for end-customers to limit their use to a small set of
non-metered applications and a resulting deterioration of the prospects of success for applications with use-dependent billing.

On balance, regulatory constraints on ZRA to protect the interests of end-customers and application providers are the less (more)
required, the lower (larger) the market shares of the carriers and application providers involved are and the more (less) intensive a
large number of Internet access and application providers, respectively, compete against each other in their corresponding markets.
The national broadband penetration rate, however, is a demand-side market environment feature, for which a similar trend statement
is not possible. Rather, NRAs need to consider additional case features in their attempts to anticipate the effects of this characteristic
on ZRA consequences for consumers and application providers.

3. Conclusions and outlook

Some authors such as Marsden (2016, p. 256) argue that the ongoing heated discussion about the appropriate regulatory strategy
for handling ZRA (general permission, strict ban, design of interventions based on an assessment of specific case characteristics) may
be only of a temporary nature. They suggest that in the near future users on the move will access the Internet mainly over public
WLAN sponsored by corporations, governments or other types of organizations and for most of the time no longer over cellular radio
networks. However, this position is not too convincing because reaching a ubiquitous WLAN coverage of all public places is not
feasible in practice (Spruytte et al., 2017, p. 729). Hence, public WLANs are likely to remain an access technology that complements
but never fully substitutes radio networks for truly mobile users. Therefore, it is quite clear that ZRA of MNOs will continue to play an
important role in their pricing policies. At the same time, there is no reason to expect that the case-by-case approach in assessing ZRA
currently applied not only by NRAs in the EU but also in most other countries around the world (Yoo, 2017) is going to loose its
practical relevance in the next years. Accordingly, NRAs will continue to face the challenge of selecting case features, which are of
particular relevance in anticipating probable ZRA consequences for end-customers and application providers in the context of the
philosophy of an open Internet ecosystem. The present work discusses the effects of nine ZRA design features (section 2.1), three
characteristics of customer segments targeted with ZRA (section 2.2) and three features of the market environment for mobile
Internet access services (section 2.3) on consumer and application provider interests in order to systematically assist NRAs in
handling this task.

Table 2 again lists the total of the 15 relevant factors. Furthermore, the table shows the expected sign of the correlation between a
larger value of a variable and the degree of appropriateness of renouncing from regulatory measures in ZRA. When interpreting the
signs of the associations given in Table 2, one must bear in mind that they are based on an ideal-typic ceteris paribus view, which
ignores moderating and interaction effects of the respective characteristics with the remaining attributes covered in the table. For
instance, the normally negative correlation between sponsoring of ZRA by application providers (see first variable in the left column
of Table 2) and the degree of appropriateness of tolerating ZRA without regulation is not to be expected if TC network operators
receive sponsorship payments exclusively from application providers that fall below a modest size threshold (number of users,
revenues) and are therefore belonging to the class of “small” enterprises. Moreover, different weightings of the various characteristics
have to be considered in assessments of actual individual ZRA.

A major limitation of the present investigation is that likely effects of different values of the identified 15 case features on ZRA
consequences were inferred from theoretical considerations originating primarily in the fields of competition economics and

Table 2
Concluding summary of factors influencing the need for regulatory interventions in the context of zero-rating offers (ZRO).

1. Design features of zero-rating offer 2. Features of target customer segments

•Sponsoring of ZRO by application providers/other third
partiesa (−)b

• Weight attributed to telecommunication costs in choosing/using applications (−)

•Number of independent application providers covered by ZRO
(+)

• Size of personal/household budget for telecommunication services (+)

•Number of application categories covered by ZRO (+) • Level of functional Internet use skills and experiences (+)

•Data consumption volume of application categories covered by
ZRO (−)

•Transnational reach of ZRO (+)

•Number/quality of end user choices when accepting or
rejecting a ZRO (+)

3. Features of the market environment

•Size of data cap for normally billed/rated applications (+) • Intensity of competition between Internet access providers (mobile radio and fixed
networks) (+)

•Bundling of ZRO with changes in the maximum bandwidth
provideda (−)

• Intensity of competition between producers of zero-rated applications (+)

•Transparency of ZRO conditions for end-users (+) • Broadband access penetration (mobile radio and fixed networks)

Source: Author's analysis.
a Coding: 1=Yes; 0=No.
b The symbol in brackets shows the expected sign of the correlation between a given attribute and the degree of appropriateness of waiving from regulatory

interventions.
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consumer behavior. The reason for this is that there is an enormous shortage of empirical studies exploring how customers change
their Internet use behaviors and MNO selection patterns due to the introduction of ZRA. A necessary prerequisite for a deeper analysis
of customer behaviors is that suppliers of mobile Internet access services are willing to make anonymous traffic data (which they
collect and analyze anyway) accessible to scholars in the field of economics. For MNOs such transfers of data would open up the
opportunity to prove that the major critiques of ZRA opponents (drastic narrowing of end customer Internet use to a very small set of
applications, strong loss in the variety of applications available on the Internet) are not backed up by empirical observations.
However, carriers would also have to bear the risk that the empirical evidence might support the position of proponents of a general
ZRA ban.

If providers of mobile Internet access services are too risk-averse to exploit the opportunity of clarifying the empirical defensibility
of postulated ZRA demand- and supply-side effects, there is still the possibility that NRAs can contribute towards improving the
empirical foundation of debates on ZRA: In the course of ZRA assessments triggered by Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 they can push
MNOs to submit relevant anonymized data sets on a periodic or event-driven basis. The data could then be made available to scholars
wishing to study the effects of ZRA on the Internet use behaviors of end-customers. By doing this, NRAs would significantly contribute
to moving the controversy on the appropriate ZRA regulation from statements frequently based primarily on emotions to assessments
derived from empirical facts.
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